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USA 1978 126 minutes       Certificate A

Director Hal Ashby Story Nancy Dowd
Cinematography Haskell Wexler Editor Don Zimmerman
Screenplay Waldo Salt and Robert C Jones

Cast:
Jane Fonda as Sally Hyde Jon Voight as Luke Martin
Bruce Dern as Captain Bob Hyde Penelope Milford as Vi Munson
Robert Carradine as Bill Munson Mary Gregory as Martha Vickery
Robert Ginty as Sergeant Dink Mobley Kathleen Miller as Kathy Delise

On 30 April 1975, the Vietnam war ended and tonight’s film was released
only three years later.

It won three Academy Awards – for Best Actor (Jon Voight), Best Actress 
(Jane Fonda), and Best Original Screenplay (Waldo Salt, Robert C. Jones,
and Nancy Dowd). It was also nominated for Best Supporting Actor (Bruce
Dern), Best Supporting Actress (Penelope Milford), Best Director (Hal Ashby), Best Film Editing (Don Zimmerman) 
and Best Picture (Jerome Hellman). 

The film was conceived by Jane Fonda as the first feature for her own production company, IPC Films (for Indochina 
Peace Campaign), with her associate producer Bruce Gilbert, a friend from her protest days. 

In 2005 Fonda discussed her career with Lord David Puttnam at the BFI and they covered tonight’s film. Puttnam said 
“One of the key films for me - and I went through Jane's oeuvre in the past week - was, and I didn't expect this when I 
started, Coming Home. It falls pretty well in the middle of that period, and I think it's a superb movie.”

JF: Well, studios weren't banging on my door to offer me parts. And I was working really hard to try and end the war. I 
thought, it takes three months to make a feature film and I just couldn't imagine spending three months making a film 
just for the money. And I thought, well how am I ever going to make movies that speak to my heart and to my values? 
So I was at an anti-war rally with a guy in a wheelchair named Ron Kovic. Maybe some of you saw Tom Cruise play 
his story in Born on the Fourth of July. Ron, very fiery, very charismatic, had been real gung-ho; he re-enlisted for 
three terms in Vietnam, had been shot and was paralysed from the waist down and was in a wheelchair. I was 
speaking at the same rally, and I heard him say - he was talking to students - he said, "I may have lost my body but 
I've gained my mind." That, I don't know, that just kind of pierced me, entered me. For weeks, I kept thinking of that 
contradiction: he had lost his body but he had come to understand that the war was wrong. He had come to shed the 
traditional warrior ethic to become a full human being. And I said, we could make a movie about that, and that's what 
evolved into Coming Home.

JF: Somewhere along in there, I thought, because it was becoming clear that this was becoming a love story: a 
triangle between a woman who was an officer's wife - and he was the kind of
real gung-ho, I'm-gonna-go-I'm-gonna-be-a-hero; Bruce Dern played that part
- and Jon Voight, who doesn't have the bottom part of his body. A love story.
And I thought, maybe this is a way to redefine sexuality, sensuality; away
from the traditional genitalia and masculinity and pumping, and make it be
about what women know really matter, which is when the man is really
sensitive to what we need and listens to our bodies and pays attention to us
because they want to please us. And I thought, well this would be a great
way to not only expose what's happening to Vietnam vets but to redefine
sexuality. The problem was that ... there were a lot of these guys in
wheelchairs on the set, extras on the film, and there was this guy who had a
really cute girlfriend and there was clearly a lot of sexual energy between



them. So I asked them about the sex between them because we had this love scene coming up and I didn't know how
you do it with somebody who's paralysed. So she said, "You never know when he's going to get an erection. It can be 
anytime, and sometimes it lasts four hours." Phew! I was totally fascinated by it but I was also kind of disappointed 
because I was hoping that it wasn't possible because then it would be a movie where there was no penetration. The 
problem was that the director, the fabulous Hal Ashby, also heard the story about the four hours. And so the movie 
became the battle of penetration. He wanted to have the penetration and I didn't. Can I just finish off?

LP: I wish you would. Put it in another way, I'd never be forgiven if you didn't.

JF: We knew it had to be a really sexy and ground breaking kind of scene. And I didn't want to have to do it myself so 
we got a body double to shoot the long shots. And I didn't want to make Jon Voight self conscious, so I wasn't there 
when they shot with the body double. I came to the rushes the next day, and there was definitely penetration - she 
was moving on top of him, it was pretty clear what was going on. I said, "Hal, you can't use that! I thought we agreed." 
And then I thought, aha, when it comes to shooting my close-ups, I won't move, so he won't be able to cut it in. And so
the day of the love scene - it's always interesting to shoot love scenes: they're skin on skin, and they hang sheets. I 
don't know if you did this in your films, but I'm kind of modest, so they hung sheets around, and there's only the 
camera operator and the director who are sort of there with long lens cameras. We spent the day rolling around in 
bed, and trying to say, "It's OK, it's only acting", right? And so towards the end of the day, I'm on top of Jon, and I hear 
Jon saying to me, [stage whispering] "Jane, Hal's yelling at you." And I was so into the scene that I hadn't heard. But 
suddenly, I listened and from the distance, I hear Hal Ashby saying, "Ride him, goddammit!" I refused, I wouldn't do it, 
and he stormed off the set. Right now, you can't really tell - some people think it's penetration, some people don't - but
for the day, it was really a hot scene, wasn't it?

LP: Jane and I first met at the pre-Oscar party the year that she won for that performance, and you were very, very 
gracious to a very nervous Alan Parker and I. But when you think of that year, the films nominated for best film were 
Coming Home, The Deer Hunter which won, An Unmarried Woman and Midnight Express. It's hard to imagine that 
level of seriousness happening today. 

Fonda was cast from the beginning as Sally Hyde, the housewife. A top box office star was sought for the male lead, 
to offset the grim nature of the story. Al Pacino, Jack Nicholson, and Sylvester Stallone were all offered the part 
(presumably the only time those three were considered for the same role!), but declined. Jon Voight had been 
considered for the role of the husband, but after becoming involved with the film, he campaigned to play the 
paraplegic veteran. Voight had participated in the anti-war movement, and was a friend of Fonda, who was 
instrumental in helping him land the role, even though he had fallen from popularity since his Midnight Cowboy day, 
indeed it was three years since he had made his last film. 

During the filming, Voight reportedly began to obsess over his 
character, refusing to get out of the wheelchair when scenes had 
ended, and asking the director, Hal Ashby: “Why don’t you just get Al 
Pacino?” In spite of his self-doubt, the performance won Voight the 
Oscar, in large part because of a monologue at the end: an emotional 
speech to a high-school audience about the cost of war, which Voight 
wrote most of himself. “That was a scene that I had asked for, and I 
had a lot of input into it,” he nods. “Hal set it up for me, he said: ‘I’ll give
you a shot at it.’ The things he was thinking about jived with what I was 
thinking.”

In recent years Voight, previously a staunch left-winger and anti-war protester, has performed a spectacular U-turn, 
and indeed was a vocal supporter of Donald Trump’s campaign. “I regret being caught up in the hysteria of the 
Sixties,” he says now, “The left have blood on their hands and I do too.”

It may deal with the long-ago Vietnam War, but Coming Home resonates just as strongly today with its sympathetic 
portrayal of war veterans adjusting to non-combat life. This key film from the '70s benefits from strong performances 
by Jon Voight, Jane Fonda and Bruce Dern under Hal Ashby's deceptively casual direction.  Depicting the effect war 
has on the human spirit without ever once showing its violence, it is still an impressive and moving film deserving of 
being screened 40 years from its initial release. 

Iain McGlashan
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2018 BAFTA winners:
Best film Winner: Three Billboards Outside Ebbing, Missouri

Call Me By Your Name Darkest Hour Dunkirk The Shape Of Water

Outstanding British film Winner: Three Billboards Outside Ebbing, Missouri

Darkest Hour The Death of Stalin God's Own Country Lady Macbeth

Paddington 2

Director Winner: The Shape Of Water - Guillermo Del Toro

Blade Runner 2049 - Denis Villeneuve Call Me By Your Name - Luca Guadagnino

Dunkirk - Christopher Nolan Three Billboards Outside Ebbing, Missouri - Martin McDonagh

Leading actress Winner: Frances McDormand - Three Billboards Outside Ebbing, Missouri

Annette Bening - Film Stars Don't Die In Liverpool Margot Robbie - I, Tonya

Sally Hawkins - The Shape Of Water Saoirse Ronan - Lady Bird

Leading actor Winner: Gary Oldman - Darkest Hour

Daniel Day-Lewis - Phantom Thread Daniel Kaluuya - Get Out

Jamie Bell - Film Stars Don't Die In Liverpool Timothee Chalamet - Call Me By Your Name

Supporting actress Winner: Allison Janney - I, Tonya

Kristin Scott Thomas - Darkest Hour Laurie Metcalf - Lady Bird

Lesley Manville - Phantom Thread Octavia Spencer - The Shape Of Water

Supporting actor Winner: Sam Rockwell - Three Billboards Outside Ebbing, Missouri

Christopher Plummer - All The Money In The World Willem Dafoe - The Florida Project

Woody Harrelson - Three Billboards Outside Ebbing, Missouri Hugh Grant – Paddington 2



Comments and reactions to: Romeo and Juliet 
The most romantic and definitive version of Romeo and Juliet Too much crying
Much longer than I remember from seeing it in 1968 A worthy attempt
How good to have the opportunity to see this rather special film Absolute gem!
Spectacle, romance, tragedy – but diction often poor Shakespeare says it all!!
Better than I remember it, but then I was how old?         Beautifully staged and filmed
Wonderful production, but music too loud and repetitive
Lovely music, visually stunning but Michael York with dark curls is so wrong!
Thank goodness the quality of film make up has improved over the last 50 years.  Pretty 
film tho'
My daughter's birthday is tomorrow and her name is Juliet!

Score 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8  9 10
 ~ ~ ~ 1 ~ 2 4 11 6 2 3

Number of reaction slips received = 29 Average Score = 7.24

Position Film Average Score
1st Lion 8.46
2nd Hidden Figures 8.4
3rd A United Kingdom 8.28
4th I, Daniel Blake 7.78
5th La Familie Belier 7.7
6th Romeo and Juliet 7.24
7th Fuglene Over Sundet (Across the Waters) 7.19 
8th Hell’s Angels 6.03
9th La La Land 5.61

10th Mediterraneo 5.47

Our next film on
8 March 2018:

A gripping Japanese drama about a
policeman who looses his gun, and a

criminal who may have taken it.

Directed by Akira Kurosawa and starring
Toshiro Mifune and Takashi Shimura. 

It is a low key thriller set in the uncertainty
and turbulence of post-war Tokyo, part film

noir and part social commentary with a
hard moral. 
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